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The Penultimate Month! Team:
MONTHLY QUOTE: FEEL WHAT YOU NEED TO FEEL
AND THEN LET IT GO, DO NOT LET IT CONSUME YOU.
- DHIMAN

November has come to an end. and so the new publication
has arrived! We hope for those who celebrate Thanksgiving
they have had a wonderful festivity even in difficult times
like these!
We have loads prepared for you this month: The problems
with Fast Fashion, facts about Russia, our historical
location- Reggia di Caserta, Nikola Tesla as our scientist
of the month and our recommendations page with a book,
TV series and a film.
We hope you enjoyed the last issue, and are intrigued to
read this one!

In this issue: Valeria Fassone, Elizaveta Katiushina, Lidia
Bulatova, Beatrice Mambretti, Elia Ines Adéle Hamouche and
Sofia Brunamonti Binello, we hope to expand in the
upcoming months. We are a collaborative and determined
team to bring you the best every month!
If interested in joining contact: vfassone@isgenoa.it

Fast Fashion
WRITTEN BY BEATRICE MAMBRETTI

You might be wondering, what is fast fashion? Well, it's
the phrase used to describe clothing designs that travel
rapidly

from

the

catwalk

to

shops

in

order

to

accompany new fashion trends. The collections are
often based on designs presented during Fashion
Week. Yet these clothes have a very low price point. So
how much do they pay their employees? Is the quality
reliable?
Unfortunately, fast fashion companies use materials
composed of synthetic fibers. In the process of making
the product inexpensive dyes are used in order to
make sure they are presentable, clean and don't leave
dye stains on clients after being worn and washed. The
contaminated water is then disposed of, resulting in
fast fashion to be the second-largest world polluter
behind the oil industry. Moreover, they are high
wastewater production companies, each using about
1.5 billion cubic meters of freshwater per year.
Fast fashion companies also produce high amounts of
landfill waste: around 85 percent of processed textiles
end up in landfills. The society we live in has become a
disposable culture and fast fashion is an integral part
of it due to the price of the clothes being cheap. People
tend not to care about it as much, the quality not
helping the situation as it makes people even less likely
to keep the item once it has been worn and is out of
style.
On top of producing much of the words pollution these
companies also employ children, who are overworked
and poorly paid. The working conditions in the factories
are unacceptable, more than 1,800 people have died
only within Bangladesh since 2005 because of the poor
working conditions in the factories, around 1,000 of
these

workers

were

killed

because

of

the

poor

machinery and proper care of the complex in which
they work.
To try and help we can limit the number of products we
buy from fast fashion companies, create a petition to
raise awareness and try to donate our old clothes
preventing our contribution to pollution, making better
use of what we might no longer need.
To know more about what happens in these
companies you may like to watch a documentary:
The True Cost.
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Russia: The Vast
Land
WRITTEN BY LIDIA BULATOVA

Russia (the biggest country in the world) covers a vast
span of land from eastern Europe to northern Asia
with a population of 146 million people. Its capital is
Moscow, with over a 190 ethnic groups, greatly due to
its size and variety of culture, including::
Russians (largest group: 71 million people)
Tatars
Afghans
Kazakhs
Bashkirs
Itelmen (one of the smallest groups: 3 thousand
people)
Religion:
In 1917, when the communists took power,
religious institutes suffered greatly, the church
was forced to forfeit most of its property and
most of the monks were evicted from their
monasteries. Religious activity was heavily
constrained during the communist rule. It was
only after the 1980s, with Gorbachov’s
“glasnost” (openness) policy being declared,
that religious toleration and freedom were
allowed.
Russia’s main religions include:
Russian Orthodoxy (majority)
Muslim
Roman Catholic
Language:
Russian is an East Slavic language native to
Russians in Eastern Europe. It is the 8th most
spoken language in the world with 260 million
people speaking it worldwide.
This language has a history of being constantly
reformed and evolved between the invention of
the Cyrillic alphabet in the 9th century and the
1917 communist reform.
Russian doesn’t have a lot of dialects, though
the language still does differ in 3 main groups
with slight alterations, for example some say
“o” instead of “a”, there is still a mutual
understanding:
Southern
Northern
Central
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Food:
In ancient times Russian food was divided
into folk and aristocratic.
Aristocratic
meals
were
more
sophisticated and diverse
Folk ate simple (but also tasty food)
Bread has always been the main thing on the
table. Russians eat a lot of baked goods.
There is even a tradition to welcome
important guests with "bread and salt".
Some traditional Russian food:
Olivier Salad
Pelmeni (Russian dumplings)
Soups, specifically Borsch and Schi
Pancakes - with caviar or as a dessert
The Arts:
Russian literature has very real and vivid
characters who portray a relatable side to
the story.
Some internationally renowned authors
include:
Leo Tolstoy- “War and Peace”
Fyodor Dostoevsky- “The Idiot”
Russian art, just like art in general, is
constantly in a state of change. Most
prevalent movements in Russian art are:
Futurism, Constructivism and Suprematism,
each having famous contributors like
Kandinsky and Chagall.
Customs and Celebrations:
Victory Day:
Massive military parade in the Red
Square for the victory of Soviet Union
after a tremendous fight with the Nazi
power.
Maslenitsa Festival:
Celebrates the farewell of winter and the
dawn of spring. The burning of a straw
structure ‘Lady Maslenitsa’ represents
that tradition.Also called pancake festival,
since people eat pancakes everyday for a
week.
St Petersburg White Nights Festival:
An annual summer festival in Saint
Petersburg celebrating the near-midnight
sun phenomena.
Classical ballet, opera, music are in every
theatre during this festival, and one of
the key events is Scarlet Sails, the
massive water show with fireworks and
numerous music concerts.
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Reggia di Caserta:
Historical Wonder
WRITTEN BY SOFIA BRUNAMONTI BINELLO

The Royal Palace of Caserta (Reggia di Caserta) was
designed by the architect Luigi Vanvitelli, German-born
botanist, (Same architect who designed the “Casina
Vanvitelliana”).
The palace has 1200 rooms, 56 staircases, a park, a
chapel, and a theatre which took almost three decades
to build.
Visiting this majestic palace is a wonderful experience.
Due to its immense size, if you attempt to visit it all in
one go, you could potentially feel lost. The parts I
recommend you to look at if you are visiting for the
first time are: the furnishings of the apartments (they
are almost all in Louis XIV style), the theatre and the
park.
The park is certainly the main attraction of the Palace.
It covers an area of 100 hectares. Within it, one can
find some of the most beautiful examples of romantic
style through the fountains, waterfalls, bridges and
sculptures, but one thing that can’t be missed is the
Castelluccia (a miniature castle) built inside the park
for the king to pursue his pastimes. Very few people
know that this park was also inspired by the park of
Versailles. There is a botanical garden, The English
Garden, which was uncommon in a time period where
most liked to stick to their homeland’s traditions, this
showed that architects and gardeners were ahead of
their time.
What other interior parts of the palace should one look
forward to? Some of the most stunning areas include
the Astrea Room, the Mars Room and the Throne Room
— the biggest room within the royal apartments, used
as a reception room for important personalities. Finally,
the Pinacoteca: a gorgeous painting gallery that is very
large and organized in a series of connected rooms
where one can admire the family portraits of the one
who inhabited the palace during its golden age.
In conclusion, the Royal Palace of Caserta is certainly a
worthwhile place to visit that will definitely leave you
with wonderful memories.

Location: Piazza Carlo di Borbone,
81100 Caserta CE
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Nikola Tesla
WRITTEN BY ELIZAVETA KATIUSHINA

Nikola Tesla was an inventor, electrical engineer,
mechanical engineer and futurist. His most important
development was the alternating-current power
system which provided electricity for homes and
buildings.
The famous Nikola Tesla was born on July 10th of 1856
in the Austrian empire, (now Croatia) in a serbian
village called Smiljan to a family of 6. His father was an
orthodox priest and his mother was known for making
impressive home craft tools and memorizing Serbian
epic poems, although she had never received a formal
education. At the age of 6, Tesla started attending a
primary school in his hometown where he studied
religion, German and arithmetic. The scientist wasn’t
any different from other students until he began
frequenting high school in Karlovac and noticed how
interesting the exhibitions of electricity by his physics
teacher were. Nikola affirmed that the “mysterious
A year later, Nikola Tesla got a job in Paris in the
Continental Edison Company, installing indoor
incandescent lighting citywide in the form of an
electric power utility. Here he obtained experience
in electrical engineering and constructed his first
induction motor.
Tesla’s career started taking off once he moved to
New York to work at the Machine Works, a shop with
hundreds of struggling workers building a large
electric utility for the whole city. After 6 hard
working months Tesla unexpectedly quit for which
the reason is still unknown. In
established his own laboratory.

1888, Tesla
He started

experimenting with light and electricity, most
experiments were successful. He soon became very
popular due to inventing the alternating current
system and the tele automatic boat. A year later, he
proceeded to discover terrestrial stationary waves,
proving that the Earth could be used as a
conductor. In 1917, Tesla received the Edison
Medal, the most important prize the American
Institute of Electrical Engineers could bestow.
Nikola Tesla remains one of the best known
scientists and to this day, his uncompleted projects
and ideas are studied by modern researchers.

phenomena” kept him waiting to know more about the
force. The inventor really started showing how skilled
he was in the mathematics department after solving
integral calculus in his head, inclining his teachers to
believe he was cheating. As a result of this sudden
outburst of intelligence, Nikola Tesla was able to
graduate one year early.Soon after graduating in 1873,
Tesla went back to Smiljan and almost immediately
came down with cholera. He was in very bad condition
for 9 months and neared death more than once. After
battling the illness and escaping the conscription into
the army in 1875, he enrolled at an Austrian
Polytechnic university in the military frontier. In his
first year, Tesla worked super hard receiving the best
grades possible. Unfortunately, after his father’s death
in 1879, things started going downhill for Tesla as by
the end of his second year in university, he lost his
scholarship due to a gambling addiction and ended up
never finishing university.
In 1881, Tesla began his career by moving to Budapest
to work at a telegraph company, he soon realized that
the company was not fully functioning and so switched
to work as a draftsman in the Central Telegraph Office
instead. Few months later, the telephone exchange
became functional, where he was hired as a chief
electrician. He made many improvements in the
Central Station equipment.
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Recommendations
of the Month
COMPILED BY: VALERIA FASSONE & ELIA
INES ADÉLE HAMOUCHE

BOOK: THE CURIOUS INCIDENT OF THE DOG
IN THE NIGHT-TIME

SERIES: MODERN FAMILY
"One of the best comedy sitcoms I ever
witnessed-- Modern Family !! Best part is that
the jokes never get old, you end up laughing
even when you know what's coming."
Three different but related families face trials and
tribulations in their own uniquely comedic ways.

Great unique perspective. Couldn't put down , well worth
the read. Captivating, glad to come across this novel and
could relate to the autistic main character (especially when
he travels and meets others ) Will certainly read the other
books and wish there was a sequel.
Written by British author Mark Haddon, The Curious
Incident of the Dog in the Night-Time is a mystery novel
influenced by detective Sherlock Holmes short stories.
It is a first person narrative by Christopher John Francis
who is a 15-year-old boy. Christopher describes himself
as “A mathematician with some behavioral difficulties”,
hinting to him being autistic or suffering from savant
syndrome (no condition is specified). This novel
expresses the feeling of an autistic child quite well, by
adding a plot in which Christopher can be the
protagonist. It is a novel about difference and being an
outsider, looking at the world differently compared to a
normal person.
The plot revolves around Christopher discovering the
body of the neighbors dog speared by a garden fork.
This causes suspicion to him and he sets out to
investigate the murder, aside his difficulties, he meets
new people along the way and writes his own novel to
keep track of his findings, faced with difficulties along
the way he is determined to reach a conclusion.

Genre: Comedy
Network:American Broadcasting Company,
USA Network
Premiere Date: September 23, 2009
Creator(s):

Steven

Levitan,

O'Neill,

Sofía

Christopher

Lloyd
Cast:

Ed

Vergara,

Julie

beguiling

and

Bowen...

FILM: LOVE ACTUALLY
"Love

Actually

is

alternately

bloated, witty and warmed over, smart and
pandering. The majority is likely to swoon."
Follows the lives of eight very different couples in
dealing with their love lives in various loosely
interrelated tales all set during a frantic month
before Christmas in London, England.
Cast: Hugh Grant, Martine McCutcheon,
Liam Neeson
Release: Nov 26, 2003
Director: Richard Curtis
Genre: Romance
Producers: Duncan Kenworthy, Tim Bevan,
Eric Fellner
Rating: R
Run time: 2 h 15 mins
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